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The larger project...
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AGN/non AGn: 
Torbaniuk, Paolillo + core team

AGN/nonAGN. 
Deep learning A. Razim + coreteam

Sersic indexes and other optically 
derived parameters: 
SUNDIAL teams 

Morphologies... SUNDIAL teams 
(Wilkinson and Biehl)

Radio selected samples: 
Ray Norris + core team

etc...



Why SFRs?
at first sight a nice, simple regression problem for supervised learning...

hence having a long (too long) experience in photo-z evaluation should 
have proven useful....  





Crucial to the whole 
project... a new all relevant 
feature selection method





MLPQNA 
(MLP with Quasi Newton 
Approximation)

Random Forest



Model RMSE Median 𝞂 ηfrac

RF (paper 3) 0.252 -0.021 0.252 2.03%

MLPQNA (paper 3) 0.248 -0.017 0.248 1.99%

Stensbo-Smidt et al. 2016
( RF - paper 1)

0.274 0.013 0.274 1.85%



Understanding the outliers .... 

most objects in the 
overdensity region 
seemed to belong to the 
so called "green valley" 



go back to the training set and 
explore biases in the KB.... (SDSS 
spectroscopic data)

reclassify objects using BPT 
diagrams (AGN, normal, 
starburst)

correct for obvious mistakes in 
line fluxes due to poor fitting

clean the KB

re-run FS and experiments

AND....
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KB 1/3 of previous experiment



Conclusions (just one in different flavours)



Thank You for the Attention



Feature Selection with ФLAB
Ф
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Why all-relevant feature selection is challenging?



ФLAB voting algorithm
…
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